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1.
PREFACE
I t  has been a source of enjoyment and 
s a tis fa c tio n  to make th is  research on centrifugal  
pumps inasmuch as the probl em had previou sly presented  
i t s e l f  to  me while a c tiv e ly  engaged in engineering  
work, but no solution had at that time been obtainable.
I  wish to  express my appreciation to 
Dr. Robert T. Knapp and George W islicenus o f the 
Mechanical  Engineering Department fo r  th e ir  kindly 
in te re s t, valuable suggestions, and cooperation in  
making a v a ila b le  pumps and other equipment sometimes to 
the inconvenience of Mr. W islicenus.
Expression o f appreciation is  a lso  due Mr. 
Frank E. Holmes of the Department fo r  h is valuable  
suggestions and aid  in  assembling and p erfectin g  ap- 
paratus.
K e ith  Murdock
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INTRODUCTION
Several years ago the writer conferred in settling the 
problem of changing the operation of a pump delivering 5500 gal. 
per minute at 168 feet head to that of delivering 3000 gal. per 
minute at 146 feet head. The driving motor was a 2200 volt A.C. 
synchronous motor.
The driving speed could not be altered, and the diameter 
of the impeller could be cut down only a certain amount before the 
delivery head would be below that required. At the lowest per- 
missible head of operation the delivery was still excessive unless 
throttling was resorted to. The head delivery curve was so flat at 
that operating range, throttling of considerable extent would have 
to be resorted to in order to have sufficient delivery head leaway 
to meet the slightly fluctuating operating conditions.
The writer made the suggestion that the impeller be altered 
by blocking off part of the ports, having in mind that such an al- 
teration would permit the pump to continue delivering at sufficient 
head to meet the requirements, but the capacity would be reduced to 
the desired amount without the necessity of throttling. It was 
hoped to gain a substantial savings in operating power by such a 
procedure.
Inquiry was made of the pump manufacturers to get all pos- 
sible information concerning any such alterations as might he made to 
so change the operating characteristics of the pump. They had no 
information on that phase of the subject they said, and suggested 
a different impeller. Inasmuch as the change was deemed to be but 
temporary, it was thought inadvisable to purchase a different impeller, 
and further, inasmuch as the suggested alteration of the impeller was
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apparently in a strange field with no information available on the 
subject, and continuity of service of the pump was of paramount im- 
portance, it was thought inadvisable to alter the impeller other 
than turning down the diameter as far as the delivery head would 
permit, a good margin of safety being necessary on account of the 
almost horizontal characteristic of the head-delivery curve at that 
operating condition.
Due to the experience recounted the following research was 
conducted to obtain the information desired concerning the altera- 
tion of the impeller of a centrifugal pump, such that in the field 
the impeller may be readily and cheaply altered so the pump will 
deliver more economically, with the desired factor of safety, at 
operating conditions of lesser capacity than those for which the 
pump was originally designed.
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OBJECT
The object of this research is to determine what the 
characteristics and efficiencies are of a centrifugal pump with 
its impeller altered in various ways compared to its characteristics 
and efficiencies when operated with no alterations, at various speeds. 
Thus a full family of values is obtained for various speeds and 
interpolation can readily be made for any speed within reasonable 
range, for any of the operating conditions investigated, both for 
unaltered and altered impellers.
The practical application of the research is to determine 
whether or not sealing off full ports, or parts of ports, of a cen- 
trifugal pump offers a field method of reducing the capacity of a 
pump without sacrificing delivery head, at a gain of efficiency over 
throttling, and to determine the gain or loss of efficiency over 
throttling; also to determine relative performances and control 
by speed variation as well as impeller alteration in order to deter- 
mine what conditions give the highest efficiency at any one operating 
condition.
EQUIPMENT
Tests were made on two pumps. The equipment used for the 
first consisted of a Jennings Hytor vacuum pump for a heating system, 
size E-lO, speed 1100 to 2200 R.P.M. , manufactured by the Nash 
Engineering Company. The vacuum end of the pump was dismantled. The 
pump was direct connected to a General Electric variable speed shunt 
motor of 5 horse power capacity and speed 1100 to 2200 R.P.M. operating 
on 230 volts D.C. One interpole of the motor was missing such that a 
maximum speed of 1580 R.P.M. was attainable only by inserting extra 
resistance in the field circuit. Excessive armature currents made it 
inadvisable to operate at higher speeds.
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An adjustable rheostat of one ampere capacity and 700 ohms 
resistance was placed in series with the field in order that exact 
speed control could be obtained between the various steps of the 
standard speed control resistance of the motor.
The motor was mounted on ball bearing supports as a dyna- 
mometer with a torque arm of 21 inches length, resting on a small pair 
of platform scales. The scales were made by the Howe Scale Company
of Rutland, Vermont, and were graduated to divisions of one one-hundredth 
of a pound.
The speed was determined by an electric tachometer, model F, 
manufactured by the Electric Tachometer Company, Tetco type magneto 
No. 60,071, and Weston Electrical Instrument Company milivoltmeter 
model 45, no. 19,815.
Rates of flow were determined by means of calibrated orifices 
and a mercury manometer, or a water manometer, according to the head.
All readings above 37 inches of water were read on the mercury manometer. 
Manometer was of U tube type.
Static pressure was determined by means of a mercury U tube 
manometer 87 inches high.
A recirculating tank 20½ inches in diameter by 34 inches in 
height was used. The discharge and suction of the pump were both con- 
nected to the tank, the discharge dropping in at the open top.
A throttle valve on the discharge side of the pump was the
means of controlling the head of discharge, and amount discharged.
A sketch of the setup, Fig. l, accompanies the curves at the back part 
of this report.
Tests on this setup of apparatus are distinguished from the
setup whose description is to follow by the facts that discharge is given
in gallons per minute instead of cubic feet per second, and revolutions
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per minute are either 750, 1000, 1200, 1400, or 1580, instead of 800 
or 940.
On account of the fact that the pump just described was of 
real low specific speed and capacity, having a delivery of 110 gallons 
per minute, at a head of 56.7 feet when operating at 1400 R.P.M., 
which gives a specific speed of 710, it was thought advisable to test 
a pump of higher specific speed that would be more in line with 
modern average conditions of pump use. Consequently a Kimball Krogh 
pump of 986 gallons per minute delivering at 53.5 feet head at 940 
R.P.M., which gives a specific speed of 1500, was also tested. The 
equipment of the second test consisted of the following:
No. 6, type DS, Kimball Krogh centrifugal pump direct con- 
nected through a torsion dynamometer to a Fairbanks Morse direct cur- 
rent motor of 20 horse power capacity at 115 volts and 148 amperes, 
type TR, serial no. 12596E, and 900 R.P.M. speed. A special small 
series rheostat of .43 ohms resistance and 7 amperes carrying capacity 
was constructed out of Chromel resistance wire in order to get exact 
speed adjustment between the steps of the standard speed control 
rheostat. It was connected in series with the field.
The torsion dynamometer for measuring the pump brake horse 
power consisted of a strip of steel 18 inches long by l¾ inches wide 
by 3/16 inches thick, of heat treated chrome vandium structure, held 
solidly keyed and locked to the pump shaft on one end and the motor 
shaft on the other end. The pump end of the torsion member carried a 
20 inch diameter disc with a graduated scale in degrees of angle, 
mounted on it. The motor end of the shaft carried a pointer by means 
of a rigid hollow tube mounted concentric with the line of center of the
shafts and torsion member but supported from the motor end only. The 
pointer was located within one-eighth inch of the disc. A breaker and
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cam were located at the motor end of the shaft, together with a 
6-8 volt storage battery, an induction coil and condenser taken from 
a Nash automobile, and another condenser of one microfarad capacity 
connected across the breaker points, and a neon tube closing the 
high tension circuit of the induction coil. The neon tube was located 
inside of a large box which covered the rotating disc and pointer.
The combination acted as a stroboscope lighted dynamometer.
The electric tachometer was the same one already described.
The rate of discharge was determined by means of an 8 inch 
Venturi meter tube No. 1627 which has a 4 inch throat and square 
root scale mounted on a mercury U tube such that the reading is 
direct in cubic feet per second. As a consequence, all tests on 
this pump are recorded and plotted with discharge in terms of second 
feet. This detail will serve to differentiate the tests between the 
two pumps.
Static pressure was measured by means of a mercury column 
graduated in terms of feet of water. Suction pressure likewise was 
measured by means of a mercury column graduated in terms of feet of 
water.
A throttle valve on the discharge pipe served as a means 
of control for regulating the test. The suction was taken from the 
sump and the discharge returned to the sump.
Figure 17 shows pictures of this pump setup.
An account of the procedure of test with the small "Nash" 
pump is as follows:
PROCEDURE
The first step of preparation consisted of dissembling 
the pump, removing the vacuum runner, making a spacer to replace it 
and assembling the pump again as a simple centrifugal pump. The unused
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openings on the air end then had to be blocked off.
The dynamometer arm on the motor then had to he assembled, 
measured, and the motor in general put in running shape.
The piping for suction and delivery, and a recirculating 
tank were then assembled. The first run showed that much air was
going into the suction due to the excessive turbulence caused by 
the high velocity discharge stream. This difficulty was overcome 
by putting a board partition down the center of the tank from one 
inch below the top of the water to the very bottom. The discharge 
went into one side and the suction came out of the other side. A
small mesh wire screening was also placed over the lower part of the 
suction side and a series of baffle plates added as well. This served 
very well to provide water at the suction of the pump, both free from 
air and excessive turbulence.
Two orifices were then made, one for low and reasonably 
high discharges and one for extra high discharges. The outside 
diameters were 2.06 inches and the inside diameters were respectively 
.937 inches and 1.344 inches. The down stream sides were beveled 
off. A holder was made out of a half coupling, to hold the orifice 
plate tightly to the end of the discharge pipe. The dynamic pressure 
opening was tapped at 4-5/8 inches above the end of the discharge pipe. 
Two manometers were then made of glass tubing mounted on a 
board. They were filled with mercury, and wooden scales were attached 
for reading in terms of inches. The dynamic manometer was 70 inches 
effective height. The static manometer was 87 inches effective height. 
The static manometer was attached to the discharge side of 
the pump below the throttle pipe such that its elevation was one inch 
below the water level in the suction tank.
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The dynamic manometer was attached to the tapped location 
4-5/8 inches above the orifice plate. On low discharges a 37 inch 
water manometer, or stand pipe of glass, was used instead of the mer- 
cury manometer.
All manometer readings were made directly in inches. The 
mercury readings were then corrected for water head on the pump side, 
and elevation difference, and finally recorded as feet of water for 
static pressure and inches of water for dynamic pressure.
A section of the discharge piping, and the attached manometer, 
were then set up discharging to a tank on weight scales and the small 
orifice was calibrated over a wide range. (See the attached data sheet 
for figures). The calibrated orifice showed a discharge coefficient 
of 3.12 (times the square root of the head in inches of water for total 
discharge) as compared to 3.14 as calculated from the formula and 
coefficients determined by Spitzglass of the Republic Flow Meter Company. 
The check was so close that the large orifice was not calibrated but 
the coefficient was calculated directly.
The piping and manometer were installed again on the test pump 
and a series of runs was made at speeds of 750, 1000, 1200, 1400,
(1550 one only) and 1580 R.P.M. At each speed the pump was operated 
from no delivery shut off to maximum discharge, over a series of inter- 
mediate values of discharge such that a curve of discharge against head 
could be plotted. At full impeller a maximum speed of 1550 R.P.M. was 
the limit due to the static manometer. This run was corrected to 1580
R.P.M. inasmuch as the following maximum speed runs were all made at 
1580 R.P.M.
At the end of the first series of tests the pump was dissembled 
and two ports of the impeller were sealed off by means of soldering a 
thin sheet of shim brass over the port opening at the periphery of the 
impeller. Opposite ports were covered in order not to destroy the
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balance. See Fig. 2, alteration "A" type. The surface was carefully 
smoothed after soldering, and the pump assembled and the same series 
of tests repeated as before. This test was called the 2/3 impeller 
test type "A" alteration. On the whole, this test was not so satis- 
factory as the others because of a vibration which at times appeared 
in the pump. There also seemed to be a slight drag which at times 
caused fluctuation. When the pump was dissembled to prepare the ports 
for the next test, a small stone was found lodged in one of the open 
ports near the driving side. It undoubtedly affected the test some, 
but not enough to warrant a reassembly and retest. It will be noticed 
that the horse power curves at low delivery on this test are excessive 
and not uniform with the rest of the curve at higher discharge.
The third test was made with four of the six ports blocked 
off and was called the 1/3 impeller test type "A" alteration. Sym­
metry was observed in preparing ports and the same series of tests 
duplicated. Readings consisted of R .P.M. taken with an electric tacho­
meter and adjusted to the exact speed of the test by means of the 
secondary field rheostat. This was done after the approximate delivery 
had been set by the throttle valve. The weight of the dynamometer arm 
was then read, together with the static and dynamic pressures. The 
included data sheets show the system of testing.
The fourth test was made with three of the six ports, 120 
degrees apart, sealed off and three left open. This was known as the 
1/2 Impeller test type "A" alteration. All of the tests made with sealed 
off ports tended to show a slight vibration at higher speeds but not 
enough for any concern.
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It might be well to note here that two tests were run with 
a full open impeller. The first was made before securing the secon- 
dary field rheostat. Consequently the speed varied considerably be­
tween shut off and full discharge opening. Also much turbulence and 
air bubble trouble was experienced in the tank, because all of the re­
finements already described were not then installed. Rather than cor­
rect the rather faulty data thus obtained, another set of tests was 
made, and the first test merely used as an experience from which was 
drawn the information that resulted in changes and refinement of ap- 
paratus sufficiently that all subsequent tests were satisfactory.
Upon the completion of the test on the impeller, altered 
according to type "A", just described, a second series of tests was 
made with the impeller altered in a manner called type "B". This 
consisted of closing off a portion of each port on the follower side 
of each vane. See illustration on Fig. 2. The first test was made 
with all of the port openings 2/3 blanked off with shim brass soldered 
over the opening, and carefully trimmed and smoothed. It is called the 
"1/3 impeller test type "B"
The pump was again taken apart and part of each blanking 
strip shaved off until only half of each port remained covered. The 
pump was assembled and the test run known as the "1/2 impeller test 
type "B" ".
Again the pump was taken apart and more of the blanking strips 
shaved off until but 1/3 of each port opening remained covered. The pump 
was again assembled and the test run known as the "2/3 impeller test 
type "B" ".
All of the type "B" tests operated smoothly. The power used 
and water delivered were both greatly reduced as will be discussed later.
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A third series of tests was next run, known as type "C" 
tests. They consisted of blanking off the impeller port openings on 
the other side from type "B", that is on the driving side of the vane.
See Fig. 2 for the illustration.
In general, the same procedure of altering and testing was 
followed as in type "B" except that the pump operated quite differently. 
Much more power and much stronger delivery of water were noted. The 
pump vibrated mush more than at any former test, in fact so much vibra- 
tion was obtained at a speed of 1400 R.P.M. that higher speeds were 
inadvisable with some of the impeller alterations.
A one-half blanking was tried first. The more severe operating 
conditions caused a portion of four of the blankings to be torn away 
such that in the end the pump was really operating at 59% port opening 
type "C" rather than 50%. Details are noted on the data sheet. The 
delivery characteristics were quite different from what was expected, 
the pump actually maintaining much higher head and delivery than had been 
expected. In order to get the desired low delivery three quarters of 
the port openings were next blanked off rather than 2/3 as in previous 
tests. Fairly smooth operation was secured at this test.
From the 1/4 impeller test type "C" the blanking strips were 
shaved of such that 2/3 port opening was obtained and the final test of 
type "C" series was run.
A fourth series of tests was next made, known as type "D".
The impeller was altered by completely blocking off three of the ports 
in symmetrical sequence at the inside or suction entrance. It was very 
difficult to solder, or otherwise fasten the blanking strips in place.
A special soldering copper had to be devised for the purpose. During 
the test one of the blanking strips cam© loose such that it became en- 
tirely ineffective and the major part of the test was run with but two
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ports blocked. This test only was made with type "D" alterations, in- 
asmuch as it practically coincided in results with type "A" alterations.
It was at this stage of the research thought advisable to 
investigate a larger more standard size pump, to see how results from it 
would check results obtained from the "Nash" pump. The "Nash" pump was 
very well made and efficient for its size and purpose. The impeller was 
approximately 10¼ inches in diameter and had six port openings. At the 
periphery the openings each measured 1/8 inches wide by 3-1/8 inches long. 
The impeller was of special built up construction.
The Kimball Krogh pump next tested had an impeller of 14 inches 
effective diameter and port openings 1½ inches in width. Narrow vanes 
1/8 inches thick were the only separation between ports. The impeller 
was symmetrically divided into six port channels.
The pump was new and had not been previously operated. The 
procedure of test with this pump is as follows:
PROCEDURE WITH KIMBALL KROGH PUMP
Manometers for measuring static and suction head had to be 
constructed and connected. Good instruments for permanent future use were 
made and installed. The photograph, Fig. 17, shows the two manometers.
Large diameter containers were installed on the heavy pressure side of 
the manometer and 9/32 inch bore pyrex glass tubing was used for the visible 
leg of the manometer. Special scales were then constructed and graduated 
such that the total differential, corrected for the water leg superimposed 
on the mercury on the pressure side, was read directly on the manometer 
scale in terms of feet of water. The piping connections to the pump were 
made permanent, with 1/8 inch iron pipe and the manometer permanently 
located. The zero position correcting for the constant water head due to 
the slight difference in elevation between the working zero of the manometer 
and the horizontal center line of the pump, was determined and the scale
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zero set at that point, after which the scale was nailed into that 
position permanently. As a consequence both pressure and suction head 
are read directly in terms of feet of water and no correction is necessary.
The next task consisted in getting the torsion dynamometer 
into working shape. The calculations for its size, strength, deflec­
tion, etc., had already been made by its designer, Dr. Knapp. Mr. F.
E. Holmes had already made the torsion member and designed and made some 
very effective and accurate connections for fastening the torsion 
member to the shafts of the motor and pump in a rigid concentric manner 
that would permit of no loosening or shifting of position after it was 
set up. Direct angular deflection by torsion stress was the only 
relative motion permitted the two shafts by the torsion member®
The torsion member with its connections, attached to stub 
shafts, was taken to the materials testing laboratory and mounted in 
the torsion testing machine. There it was calibrated through an angle 
of twist of 30½ degrees. Fig. 26 gives the calibration curve.
Upon mounting the torsion assembly on the motor and pump 
shafts again, extreme care was taken to mount it in exactly the same 
manner and dimensions as it was mounted in the test machine. This was 
accomplished by having first marked all parts before dismounting from 
the pump in the first place before testing.
While the torsion member was dismounted and free from all 
external strain, two long straight edges were clamped, one at each end, 
but on the same side, and at right angles to the long axis of the tor­
sion member. The straight edges thus defined a plane which was really 
plane, rather than warped in any manner. Upon mounting the member in 
place between the pump and motor again, the straight edges could again 
be clamped into the same position and the machines set to make them
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define a plane again. This would put the torsion member under zero 
stress and the zero position of scale and pointer be set.
The problem of devising a scale and indicator for the rotating 
torsion member was next attacked. The stroboscope had already been 
assembled such that it worked, although in a very erratic and fluc­
tuating manner. The amplitude of vibration of the stroboscope beam 
was about three degrees average value. Erratic shifts of larger 
degree were at times noticed. A good base work had already been ac- 
complished, including the assembly of battery, wiring, condensers, 
induction coils, breaker, neon light, and cover box. The problem of 
refinement remained to be worked out.
In brief the setup is as follows: Current from a storage 
battery flows through an induction coil and a breaker mechanism and 
back again to the battery. A condenser is connected in parallel across 
the breaker points, in order to damp out the arc at break. The 
breaker points, are held open all but about 30 degrees of each revolu­
tion. A notch in the holding collar on the motor end of the torsion 
member serves as the make and break cam of the breaker mechanism. A 
60 degree angle in the notch makes a sharp break. This causes a surge 
through the induction coil, the high potential circuit of which is 
closed through the neon tube located in the cover box over the torsion 
member scale and indicator. At the break the neon tube lights instantly 
and then extinguishes. The light flash is supposed to occur in the same 
position of each revolution. Then due to retinal fatigue and persistance 
of vision, the eye looking at the rotating member in the light of the 
flashing neon tube, sees the rotating member as though it were standing 
still. Any relative displacement of the disc carrying a graduated scale 
in degrees of arc, with the indicator carried on the other end of the 
torsion member, is readily discerned. The reading thus obtained is the
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angle of twist due to the power transmitted by the torsion member from 
the motor to the pump. From the calibration, the inch pounds torque 
for each degree twist is known. The horse power is readily calculated 
from the torque and the R.P.M. value. The formula is given on the data 
sheet of the calibration curve.
The only difficulty experienced was that the break did not 
always occur in the same place. Thus a rapidly vibrating appearance 
was given to the scale and indicator. This was largely due to the 
fact that the arc of break was hot fully extinguished at the time of 
break. This persistance of arc was not uniform thus the effective
break, which did not occur until the are was fully extinguished, was
\
not uniform either. A larger capacity condenser and smaller ratio 
induction coil helped some but not sufficiently to give a clear cut 
appearance sufficiently definite to be read accurately.
In order to solve the problem a scale was devised that could 
be accurately read even though vibration were quite intense.
The photograph of the disc and indicator in Fig. 17 shows the 
scale. Each division is a section of arc 1/4 inch in length and displaced 
circumferentially from each other by 1/5 of a  degree of arc. Each 
fifth line was marked distinctly wider and in red. These were the full 
degree divisions. The fifth degree, or center, marker had a small pilot 
marker at the same radius placed about one inch away from it. This served 
to identify each fifth degree. Divisions of arc in sections of ten 
degrees were mad© from circumference towards the center, then the pattern 
was repeated. The tens, fives, and units were thus easily distinguished 
and the units divided into fifths of one degree. Thus by interpolation, 
readings could be made to the nearest tenth of a degree.
The indicator was made with the lead side radial and the width 
exactly 1/4 inch wide, or the same width as the divisions of the scale.
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It was so set that at zero it exactly masked the zero division. Like­
wise at any other division it would exactly mask the division to be 
read. A small part of the preceding and following division could he 
discerned, thus the missing division could be identified and the 
reading recorded. In cases where the vibration was so strong the 
indicator could not be seen, the graduations, being sections of arc , 
would repeat on themselves and appear as longer lines. The line 
masked by the indicator, which was light in color, would be missing 
and adjacent lines, being partly masked, would be faint. Thus the 
location of the indicator could be determined by the faint section in 
the scale and the missing line, or center point of the faint section, 
was the reading to be recorded.
Later it was discovered that by reducing the impressed voltage 
across the breaker points to 2 volts, a steady break could be obtained. 
The masked line and indicator position could thus be readily determined. 
Readings could readily be made to one-fifth of a degree of arc and 
estimated to the tenth of a degree of arc.
The next problem was to secure constant speed at the points 
of test. Two rheostats were in parallel on the control of the field 
circuit. The speed variation was too small, so the rheostats were re- 
connected in series, thus giving a range from 800 R.P.M. to 1000 R.P.M.
A test was made to determine the amount of resistance between the steps 
of the main control rheostat. A secondary rheostat of Chromel wire was 
then made of a capacity equal to the largest step. The secondary 
rheostat was adjustable by a slide contactor. Thus exact speed control 
could ha obtained by means of the adjustments of the primary and secon­
dary field rheostats.
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With the apparatus all set up and perfected tests were run 
on the pump with full impeller. The torsion dynamometer scale and 
indicator appeared to be vibrating strongly due to the stroboscope. 
Readings were made as above indicated. A test was made at 940 R.P.M. 
speed and also at 800 R.P.M. The upper speed of 940 was chosen in order 
not to exceed 30 degrees distortion of the dynamometer, at full loading.
The stroboscope was further perfected and the tests repeated 
on the pump with the impeller unaltered. A very satisfactory check of 
values was obtained. See data and Fig. 18 for details of these duplicate 
tests.
The cover was then removed from the pump and the impeller 
altered to 1/3 capacity according to type "A" by blocking off four of 
the six ports at the periphery. Calculations were first made of the 
maximum possible stress that would come on the blocking strips. It 
figured 110 lbs. per square inch for centrifugal force and a possible 
700 lbs. per square inch for a sudden possible surge pressure of full 
head. The total figured 810 lbs. per square inch. The blanking sections 
were mad© of 1/16 inch sheet steel and held in place by two 12/24 steel 
machine screws on each end, screwed into holes drilled and tapped into 
the ends of the impeller vanes. The center was held with three such 
screws, or seven screws in all for the strip blanking two adjacent ports.
Tests were run at 800 and 940 R.P.M. with the impeller thus 
altered to 1/3 capacity type "A" alteration. Because the curve at 940 
looked irregular the 940 R.P.M. test was duplicated. Both values are 
given.
The cover was again removed and the strips cut off such that 
two ports only, on opposite sides, remained blanked. The pump was re- 
assembled and tests run at 800 and 940 R.P.M. speeds. This was known as 
the 2/3 capacity test type "A" alteration.
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The next alteration consisted of blocking three ports and 
testing again as before. This was known as the 1/2 capacity test 
type "A" alteration.
The pump was again dissembled and the blanking strips all 
removed. The next alteration consisted of placing two bands of brass 
stripping 3/8 inches wide around the periphery, one at each side.
This closed off 50% of the impeller opening. The ends of the stripping 
ware fastened by interlocking, soldering, and finally placing a screw 
through the interlocked ends and into a hole tapped into an impeller 
vane. The strip was fastened at each vane with a rivet. This altera- 
tion was known as type "E" 1/2 capacity.
The pump was again assembled and tested. A capacity and 
head greater than the unaltered impeller was obtained at the 940 R.P.M. 
speed.
On account of the failure of the banding of 1/2 the impeller 
opening to reduce the pump capacity the next alteration consisted of 
blanking off 5/6 of the impeller opening by means of two strips each 
5/8 inches wide banded around the outside portions of the periphery 
according to type "E".
The pump was again assembled and tested at 800 and 940 R.P.M. 
speeds. The first test at 800 R.P.M. was made with the suction valve 
but partly open. The test was repeated with the suction valve all the 
way open. Both values are plotted. They coincide very satisfactorily.
This test completed the series as projected for this research.
A discussion of the curves will next be given followed by 
the data and curves themselves.
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DISCUSSION
Type A Curves - Nash Pump
From the curves it is evident that the characteristics and 
efficiencies are of much the same order for different speeds when 
the impeller is the same. The more the ports are blocked off the 
steeper becomes the curve of discharge against head, and the lower 
becomes the overall efficiency of the pump. This latter is reasonable 
since leakage will remain constant as will also friction to a large 
extent, but discharge is reduced. With effective work reduced and 
lost work remaining essentially constant, efficiency mast drop off.
The larger the pump the less noticeable this tendency would be.
Fig. 3 shows the series of head-discharge curves for all 
speeds and all conditions of impeller altered as indicated. Fig. 4 
shows the series of brake horse power for all discharge values and 
head values of Fig. 3. The brake horse power of any point on Fig. 3 
can be secured by locating the corresponding curve on Fig. 4 with 
reference to speed, impeller, and discharge.
Fig. 5 takes one particular series at the constant speed 
of 1400 R.P.M. and shows the brake horse power and overall pump ef­
ficiency for each impeller condition. This is illustrative of change 
of pump characteristics with change of impeller.
Fig. 6 shows a single series of impeller changes operating 
at a constant speed of 1580 R .Ρ.Μ. and delivering from a theoretical 
pipe line at an elevation difference of fifty feet and a long uniform 
pipe that had a pipe friction of 19.6 feet at a full discharge of 140 
G.P.M. The friction was assumed to vary as the square of the velocity 
of flow. The head-discharga curves and the brake horse power-discharge 
curves are copies of the corresponding curves on Figs. 3 and 4. The 
efficiencies are the total overall efficiencies of pump and pipe line
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and are secured by dividing the water horse power at delivery by the 
corresponding brake horse power read from the curves. This curve is 
of interest in showing what could be done in the field at trifling 
expense in altering an existing pump runner to deliver at lower capa­
city, if conditions were such that it was inadvisable, or impossible 
to change either the diameter of the runner or the speed of the driving 
motor.
Fig. 7 shows a copy of the same theoretical pipe line, and 
part copies of all of the curves on Fig. 3 above the theoretical dis­
charge head curve. Efficiencies were figured the same as before only 
values of brake horse power were taken directly from Fig. 4.
These curves are of interest in showing what could be done 
if the peripherial speed of the runner as well as port openings were 
subject to change. It is readily seen that the highest efficiencies 
are obtained for any single discharge by altering speed only. The 
difficulty of this method is that as the speed is lowered the curve 
becomes progressively more flat. The practical consequence of this 
is that anything which would raise the head of delivery for any cause 
would also seriously cut off the delivery. The altered impellers pro­
vide steeper characteristics at reduced efficiencies over speed reduc­
tion only. They would provide ability to overcome added resistance with 
but little drop in delivery. For any single condition the most economical 
runner and speed can be picked from these curves, or interpolations 
between them.
Type B Curves
Figs. 8, 9 and 10 show the same kind of curves for type "B" 
alteration as Figs. 3, 4 and 5 do for type "A". It will be noted that 
the head-delivery-curves take a steeper characteristic for the same pro­
portion of impeller blanking. Values taken from a set of curves at con-
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stant speed, and delivery head from Fig. 3 plotted as ordinates against 
proportion of impeller being used, as abscissa, fall on a straight line 
which would seem to intersect the horizontal axis before the origin 
was reached. Similar values plotted in similar manner for Fig. 8 
would fall on a curved line, curving upward, which also projected, 
would seem to intersect the horizontal axis before the origin was 
reached.
For a sat of curves at constant speed, Fig. 3, if the value 
of discharge be taken at the point of maximum efficiency for each 
curve and plotted as ordinates against the same abscissa as before, 
the points will again fall on an approximately straight line which, towards 
the vertical axis, would have to take a downward curve in order not 
to intersect the vertical axis above the origin. Similar values plotted 
for Fig. 8, in similar manner, take the form of a curve, less steep 
than before but curving upwards. However, towards the origin it also 
would have to curve downward in order not to intersect the vertical 
axis above the origin. A set of curves so plotted from values taken 
from any set of constant speed curves on Fig. 8 could be used to de- 
termine beforehand the proportion of each impeller port to be blocked 
in order to secure a pre-determined delivery at a certain head or
a pre-deterrnined delivery at the point of maximum efficiency, in which 
case the head will be somewhat different.
In general, it may be stated that type "B" blocking is less 
efficient than type "A" blocking. A comparison between values of 
curves Fig. 5 and Fig. 10 indicate this to be the case. However, type 
"B" blocking is entirely flexible over the entire range of port opening, 
whereas type "A" blocking is limited in flexibility by the number of 
ports in the impeller.
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Fig. 11 shows the possibilities of the two types of blocking.
It can be seen that at certain capacities type "B" blocking might he 
used to advantage, in case flexibility of effective impeller speed 
were not permissible.
Figs. 12, 13 and 14 show a set of curves for type "C" 
blocking corresponding to Figs. 3, 4 and 5. It is evident that this 
type of alteration causes the water to leave the impeller, with a larger 
radial component of velocity than normal, just as type "B" blocking 
causes the water to leave with a smaller radial component than normal.
Type "C" curves consequently have very much flattened characteristics. 
Strong cross currents apparently are set up in the volute of the pump. 
Certainly vibration is increased and horse power is increased even at 
lowered delivery, above that of full normal operation, as shown by 
Fig. 13. This blocking is apparently of no practical importance un- 
less it were desired to increase the capacity and delivery of a pump 
regardless of the lowered efficiency and added power used. The charac­
teristics shown by these three figures are very interesting. It will 
be noted that the lowest set of curves is for 1/4 impeller capacity 
rather than 1/3 capacity as in the two previous types discussed. This 
was done in order to more clearly show the directional trend of this 
type of blocking.
Fig. 15 shows the results of type "D" alteration. When the 
impeller was examined at the finish of this test, one of the blanking 
strips was loose except for one end. It was totally ineffective as 
far as its original purpose was concerned. Apparently from the 1000 R.P.M. 
curve, the break occurred towards the end of that run.
Fig. 16 shows a collection of curves each with 2/3 of the im­
peller open. Each type of blocking so far discussed is shown. It is 
evident that but little difference exists between blocking total ports
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from the inside or the outside as type "D" and type "A". The difference 
shown is within the range of experimental error. However, such dif­
ference as does appear is in favor of blocking according to type "D".
The difficulty of installing this type of alteration is a disadvantage 
in its use. That is why but one series of tests was made, inasmuch as 
no particularly different characteristic from type "A" was shown by 
the test made.
DISCUSSION OF THE KIMBALL KROGH PUMP TESTS
Fig. 17 shows photographs taken of the pump, the torsion 
dynamometer, and the manometers. The high efficiency short radius 
elbow at the suction of the pump is of interest. It is made efficient 
by means of a series of deflecting vanes installed along the plane of 
the diagonal junction of the horizontal with the vertical piping.
The lower scale shown on the dynamometer disc was used for 
research in developing the scale that was finally used. It is of no 
further use.
Fig. 18 shows the head delivery curve, the brake horse power 
curve and the efficiency of the pump operating at normal or unaltered 
impeller conditions. Two separate and complete tests were made at 
800 R.P.M. speed and also at 940 R.P.M. speed. The excellent coinciding 
of results shows the experimental setup to be reliable. An efficiency 
in excess of 77% was obtained. The manufacturer's guarantee was 78%.
At higher speeds this value would likely be obtained, inasmuch as the 
tests show a gain of over 1% between 800 and 940 R.P.M.
The characteristic curves show the pump to be of good design. 
Flattened discharge delivery curves, and high efficiency over a wide 
range indicate considerable flexibility of operation at little sacrifice 
of efficiency. An efficiency of 77% with this size of pump is very good, 
although not at all uncommon. Some designs will actually give better
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efficiencies but they are seldom met with in practice at this time*
Fig. 19 shows the characteristic curves of the pump when 
the impeller is type "A" altered to 2/3 capacity. The curves show that 
the pump still retains much of its desirable characteristics although 
the capacity is reduced and it is made of lower specific speed. The 
total efficiency is lowered from 77 to 71%.
Fig. 20 shows the same type alteration reducing the pump 
to 1/2 capacity. The head-delivery curves are much steeper. The 
efficiency curves are still relatively broad and flat on the top, 
although the peak is reduced to 65%.
Fig. 21 shows the characteristic curves at 1/3 impeller 
capacity having four ports blocked off according to "A" type alteration. 
A rather peculiar shape was shown in the efficiency curve for 940 R.P.M. 
speed so the test was duplicated to check the values. Both tests 
check within close limits as indicated by the experimental points 
on the curves. The head-delivery curve is very steep and the efficiency 
curve becomes sharper at the top. The maximum efficiency drops to 59% .
The same general reasons for reduction of efficiency with 
progressive alteration apply for this pump as stated in the discussion 
of the Nash pump test.
Fig. 22 is a composite of curves for the Kimball Krogh pump 
similar to Fig. 7 for the Nash pump. They show the progressive gain 
in overall efficiency of the combination of pump and pipe line when 
friction is a fair proportion of total head. A condition comparable 
to this is often found in industrial plants. A lower static head was 
chosen because of the lower delivery head of the larger pump. The 
pipe line friction was retained the same value as before.
It is readily seen that for a condition such as the one 
chosen, a very substantial power savings can be made for lowered delivery
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conditions by means of altering the impeller. As before the most ef­
ficient change is to lower the speed either by a lowered R.P.M. rate 
or by cutting the impeller to a smaller diameter and retaining the 
same R.P .M. speed. The limiting condition as before is the increasing 
flatness of the head-discharge curve. A point is generally reached 
where the leaway between operating head and shut off head is too small 
for safe operation. Or for construction reasons the R.P.M. rate can­
not be changed, neither can the impeller be turned smaller for one 
reason or another. Blanking of impeller ports gives a good solution 
to the problem, by means of procuring a steeper characteristic that 
makes for sufficient safety leaway in operation where continuous flow 
must he maintained although actual quantities may vary somewhat.
It is notable that the percentage drop in efficiency re­
sulting from altering the impeller in type "A" fashion is decidedly 
less for the larger than for the smaller pump. Average figures for 
the two highest speeds give the efficiency of alteration as follows, 
dividing the maximum efficiency of the altered impeller by the maximum 
efficiency of the unaltered impeller:
2/3 impeller ½  impeller 1/3 impeller
Nash Pump 83.7% 74.0% 57.8%
Kimball Krogh Pump 91.8% 83.9% 74.2%
This indicates that the larger and more efficient the pump 
the higher will be the overall efficiency under altered conditions.
It is also evident that a comparatively efficient pump can still he had 
even under altered impeller conditions. However, it is to be stressed 
that such alteration should be resorted to only as an emergency measure, 
or as a temporary measure when it is inadvisable to secure a different 
impeller, or pump in its entirety, to meet the changed conditions.
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Fig. 23 shows the characteristic curves of the pump with its 
impeller altered by means of two bands around its periphery such that 
1/2 of the discharge area is blanked off. The alteration is known as 
type "E".
The overall efficiency is lowered by this change and the 
head-discharge curve is given a rising and flattened characteristic.
The capacity of the pump is increased rather than diminished. This 
will be discussed further with regards to Fig. 25.
The discontinuity in the 800 R.P.M. test is an actual dis- 
continuity. When it appeared in the data of the first test it was 
thought that one of the bands must have broken in some manner so 
the test was stopped and the pump cover removed and the impeller 
examined. The banding was intact. The pump was reassembled again and 
the test started from the beginning. At the same position when the 
readings had been partly taken, just as in the first case, the head 
of discharge suddenly increased although the speed remained constant.
The test was continued and the data plotted as obtained. See the data 
sheet of this test for further particulars. Conditions of unstable flow 
within the runner and volute must he the reason for the break.
Fig. 24 shows the results of a radical change made on the 
impeller through banding it in type "E" manner until but 1/6 of the 
impeller port openings remained open. Inasmuch as closing off 1/2 the 
opening area as shown in Fig. 23, failed to reduce the delivery the 
change was this time made sufficiently extreme that some reduction in 
delivery must result. Strongly rising, then more sharply falling charac- 
teristics in the head discharge curve is the result. Also a decided 
increase in brake horse power resulted. Two tests were run at 800 R.P.M. 
as stated in the discussion. The results indicate that the pump will 
perform equally well on a 13 foot suction head as on an 8.4 foot suction
head®
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Fig. 25 is a collection of all the curves of type "E" altered 
tests plotted with the curves of the standard test made with unaltered 
impeller. The characteristics of type "E" alterations are very similar 
to those of type "C" alterations. Apparently the small opening caused 
by banding causes the water to pass through in like manner to passing 
a thin plate orifice. The increased velocity causes the water to de­
part from the impeller with a larger radial component of velocity.
This must be so since due to the constriction added relative pressure 
must be built up within the impeller itself with respect to the volute. 
Since hydrostatic pressure always manifests itself at right angles to 
the containing vessel, all of the added hydrostatic pressure must 
manifest itself in giving a direct radial component to the water being 
discharged from the impeller. There is no deflecting vane section to 
modify this action as in type "B" alteration. The added radial com­
ponent thus imparted to the water by this type alteration explains the 
rising characteristic, and increased head and discharge obtained.
It also explains the marked increase of power used, and the lowered 
efficiency. These two factors are associated with radial discharge 
from an impeller, due to the  inability of a volute case to efficiently 
transform radial velocity into effective pressure head.
Practically, it would seem that there is no use for this 
type of alteration unless as in type "C", added head or capacity or 
both are desired regardless of power and efficiency.
Fig. 26 shows the calibration curve of the torsion member 
of the torsion dynamometer. It was tested both by adding load and 
also by taking load off. Very good conformity with Hook's Law is 
manifested.
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ACCURACY AND ERRORS
The tests on the "Nash" pump were subject to error from the 
following sources: a slight amount of air at high discharge values re­
mained entrapped in the water as it was recirculated through the small 
supply tank. This tended to cause a somewhat unstable condition, re­
sulting in fluctuating mercury columns in the manometers, making them 
somewhat difficult to read at time. The water also tended to warm up 
some, thus changing its specific gravity. Readings as high as 90° F. 
and as low as 70° F were observed. No correction was made for this 
difference. The dynamometer was a little sluggish varying over a range 
of 2 to 3% in its readings. Mean values were taken. The orifices 
could be relied upon to read accurately within 2%. Particular care 
was taken to take all readings in the same manner so as to eliminate 
as far as possible, error in the relative tests. It is believed 
that the tests were run within an accuracy of 2% error although in­
dividual readings may vary beyond that limit.
The Kimball Krogh pump tests were subject to error from 
slightly different water temperatures on different days, inability to 
read the torsion dynamometer closer than 4% at lowest readings and
0.6% at maximum readings. A large suction lift tended to make the 
manometers fluctuate rather widely. Mean position had to be read.
A check with a revolution counter on the electric tachometer showed it 
to be reading 1.0% high. Although this would introduce an absolute
error it would not introduce a relative error, between comparative
tests. It is believed that the accuracy of the tests in general is 
within 2% error, although here again individual values may vary more 
than this. In general a Venturi flow meter can he relied upon at 
normal rates of flow for which it was designed, to give results ac­
curate within 1%.
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CONCLUSION
The conclusions to he drawn from these various tests are:
1. Alteration of the impeller of a centrifugal pump by 
means of closing off impeller ports by either type "A" or "D" or "B" 
methods, provides a means of decreasing the power input of the pump 
when it is operating at a lower capacity than that for which it was 
designed. Type "B" is the less efficient but more flexible method 
of alteration.
2. Any of the above named alterations are practicable in­
asmuch as a pump so altered will nevertheless perform essentially
as smoothly and as free from vibration as it did before alteration, 
provided due care be taken not to unbalance the impeller during the 
course of alteration.
3. Either type "C" or "Ε" alterations can be used to secure 
an increased delivery of small amount but at the cost of decreased 
efficiency and increased power.
4. The main study of this research is revealed by the various 
curves and interpolations and developments suggested by them. The 
reader is respectfully referred to them and the data sheets for detailed, 
as well as general, information. They have been made as far as pos­
sible self explanatory.
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FIG. 1
MERCURY Columns
Jennings Hytor Vacuum 
Pump Mfg. by Nash Eng.
Co. All tests on this
pump d es ignate delivery 
in Gals. per Min .
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TYPE "A" ALTERATION
Data used for curves on Fig. 6 and Fig. 7
Brake horse power and water horse power are calculated from values read 
from curves. The brake horse power is taken from the curves on Fig. 4.
The water horse power is based on the delivery head of the pipe line curve 
shown on Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. It was assumed the elevation difference that 
the water was delivered at was 50 feet, and that the friction head at the 
flow of 140 G.P.M. was 19.6 feet of water, and that the friction varied 
directly as the square of the water flow. This would be a true assumption 
for a long pipe line with uniform cross section and smoothness.
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Test Feb. 7, 1933 - Type "B" Alteration 
*Denotes large size orifice.
2/3 of each impeller port open. 1/3 of each blanked off ©a 
follower side of port opening® Pump operated smoothly.
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Test Feb. l, 1933 - Type "B" Alteration 
*Denotes large size orifice.
1/2 of each impeller port blanked off on follower side of port 
opening. Pump operated smoothly.
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Test Jan* 24, 1933 - Type "B" Alteration
1/3 of each impeller port open. 2/3 of each impeller port 
blanked off on follower side of port opening. Pump operated smoothly.
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Test Feb. 16, 1933 - Type "C" Alteration
2/3 of each impeller port open. 1/3 of each blanked off on 
pressure side of port. On opening pump 1/2", or 1/2 of one blanking piece, 
was torn off. Remaining ports intact. At higher speeds and deliveries 
there was an objectionable vibration developed. Excessive loading of motor 
made a 1580 RPM run inadvisable.
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Test Feb. 10, 1933 - Typa "G" Alteration
1/2 of each impeller port blanked off on pressure, or driving 
side, of the port. When the pump was disassembled two port blankings 
were found perfect, two had 8% of each torn off, one had 17% torn off, 
and one had 60% torn off. As a whole the impeller was 85% intact.
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Test Feb. 14, 1933 - Type "C" Alteration
*Denotes large orifice.
3 /4  of each port opening was blanked off on the pressure, or 
driving side, of each impeller port. A heavy hum and vibration developed 
at higher water flow rates. For this reason the test was not extended 
into as high a flow region as in some of the other tests. All blanking 
was intact at end of test.
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Test Feb. 21, 1933 - Type "D" Alteration 
*Denotes large size orifice.
Three port openings of the impeller were closed off on the in
side, or suction entrance, of the ports. However, on disassembling the 
pump, one blanking strip was loose on one end such that two ports, only, 
were effectively blanked off.
This test compares with the 2/3 impeller test with ports fully 
blanked off on outside port opening. The pump operated smoothly regard- 
less of the unbalance due to the one loosened blanking strip®
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Test April 23, 1933 - Type "E" Alteration
2/3 of periphery opening of impeller closed off by means of 
two bands, each 1/2 inch wide, being fastened around the circumferential 
openings of the impeller. Due to the discontinuity in the data the test 
was stopped and the pump dismantled to see if the bands had broken. They 
were intact and satisfactory, so the pump was assembled again and the 
two complete tests run April 24, 1933. The same discontinuity appears 
in the second set of data also, in the 800 R.P.M. run.
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Test May 19, 1933 - Type "E" Alteration
5/6 of impeller closed off by means of two bands, each 5/8 
inches wide, placed around the periphery of the vanes, leaving the 
1/4 inch opening between them. The first test at 800 R.P.M. was run 
with the suction valve almost closed. The test was repeated with the 
valve fully opened. Both values are plotted and but little discrepancy 
exists between them.
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